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Abstract: Plasmonic nanostructures enhance nonlinear
response, such as surface enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS), by localizing the incident field into hot spots.
The localized hot spot field can be enhanced even further
when linear Fano resonances take place in a double resonance scheme. However, hot spot enhancement is limited
with the modification of the vibrational modes, the breakdown of the molecule, and the tunneling regime. Here, we
present a method which can circumvent these limitations.
Our analytical model and solutions of 3D Maxwell equations show that: enhancement due to the localized field
can be multiplied by a factor of 102–103. Moreover, this can
be performed without increasing the hot spot intensity
which also avoids the modification of the Raman modes.
Unlike linear Fano resonances, here, we create a path
interference in the nonlinear response. We demonstrate
on a single equation that enhancement takes place due to
cancellation of the contributing terms in the denominator
of the SERS response. Our method can be implemented on
an atomic force microscope tip, decorated (or “contaminated”) with appropriate quantum emitters.
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1 Introduction
When metal nanoparticles (MNPs) interact with light,
surface plasmons are induced in the form of collective
oscillations in electrons. The regions where the incident
electromagnetic field is confined and highly enhanced
are called the hot spots [1, 2]. Field intensity at the hot
spots can be 5 orders of magnitude larger compared to the
incident one [3]. It is also reported that self-repeating cascaded materials can confine light even better compared
to the gaps between MNPs [4, 5]. Intense fields give rise
to appearance of nonlinear processes such as second harmonic generation (SHG), four wave mixing (FWM), and
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1, 6, 7]. A nonlinear process becomes stronger when the input (driving)
and the converted frequencies match with two plasmon
resonances, i.e. double resonance scheme [8].
Hot spots also provide enhanced light-matter interaction. When a quantum emitter (QE) is placed in a hot spot,
the localized plasmon field interacts strongly with the QE.
A small decay rate of the QE creates Fano resonances, a
dip in the plasmonic spectrum [9, 10]. In this process, the
localized plasmon field provides a weak hybridization.
Fano resonance also appears when excited plasmon mode
couples to a long-life dark plasmon mode [9–14]. Fano
resonances are also shown to provide control over other
nonlinear processes such as SHG [15, 16], third harmonic
generation [17], and FWM [18, 19].
Fano resonances can extend the lifetime of plasmon
excitations [20–23] which makes the operation of coherent
plasmon emission (spaser) possible [24]. They also lead to
further enhancement of the localized hot spot field [25].
This extra enhancement in the hot spot field is cleverly
adapted for the enhancement of the nonlinear response
in FWM [26] and SERS [5, 27, 28]. Similar to a double resonance scheme [8], both the excited and Stokes shifted
frequencies are aligned with two Fano resonances [5, 27,
28]. The double Fano resonance scheme provides much
stronger enhancement in the SERS signal.
SERS is a very useful chemical analysis technique. It
provides information about the chemical composition of
newly synthesized molecules by determining the existing
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-
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bond types. Single-molecule detection via SERS is used in
many fields of science, including chemistry [29], nanobiology [30], tumor targeting, and cancer applications [31].
Even more, mapping of inner structure and surface configuration of a single molecule is achieved recently [29] using
a double resonance scheme [8]. Such an imaging requires
very intense fields at the nanometer-size hot spots. When
the imaging tip gets closer to the metal surface, the intensity at the hot spot – where the molecule lies – increases.
If the hot spot intensity is increased further, e.g. in a
double Fano resonance scheme [5, 27, 28], fragile molecules can be damaged [32, 33]. It is also experimented
that vibrational modes of a Raman-imaged nanostructure
(e.g. a carbon nanotube) can be modified due to the close
spacing of the tip [34]. Additionally, electron tunnelling
can limit the intensity enhancement in the gaps [35].
In this manuscript, we study the SERS signal from a
double resonance system. A Raman reporter molecule is
placed close to the gap of a MNP dimer (see Figure 1). We
additionally place an auxiliary QE (e.g. a molecule or a nitrogen vacancy center) to the other side of the gap. We present
a “proof of principal” demonstration of the following
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phenomenon. It is possible to enhance the SERS signal
without enhancing the hot spot intensities. Exact solutions
of 3D Maxwell equations show that SERS signal can be
enhanced by a factor of 102–103 without increasing the field
intensities at the excited and the Stokes-shifted hot spots.
This enhancement multiplies the enhancement due to localization. That is, localization of both fields, the excited and
the Stokes-shifted, already enhances the Raman signal by
a factor of, e.g. 108 [8]. Our method raises the enhancement
to 1010–1011 in this case. In this work, we not only perform 3D
simulations but also explicitly demonstrate the underlying
physics within a basic analytical model.
The presented phenomenon can be adapted to further
increase the efficiency of SERS imaging for systems that
are already operating in the breakdown or tunneling
regimes. This can be vital in the SERS imaging of small
Raman-response materials. In addition, better signal
intensities with larger tip-surface spacing, or with smaller
laser intensities, can be achieved which can avoid modifications in the Raman vibrational modes.
The manuscript is organized as follows. We first introduce our setup for a double plasmon resonance system in
Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we present a basic analytical model. In this model, we show that presence of an aux
QE can enhance (Section. 3.2) or suppress (Section 3.3)
the Raman process. In Section 4, we perform SERS simulations with the exact solutions of the 3D Maxwell equations. We test the retardation effects. We observe that the
anticipated enhancement is present. Section 5 contains a
summary and our brief discussions.
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Figure 1: Enhancement of SERS signal with the help of an auxiliary QE.
(A) The setup we consider for a double resonance scheme. A
gold MNP dimer manifests two plasmon modes, depicted in (B).
A Raman-active molecule (blue), placed close to the dimer gap,
produces the Stokes signal. A QE (purple) is positioned in the
vicinity of the gap and interacts with the aˆR plasmon mode, into
which the Stokes signal emerges. (Details can be found in the text.)
The presence of the QE does not change the intensity on the Ramanactive molecule but enhances the Stokes signal.

In an efficient conversion, nonlinear process takes place
between plasmonic excitations of different frequencies due
to the localization [8, 36, 37]. Recent studies show that MNPs
with plasmon resonances at both excitation and Stokes frequencies (double resonance) provide better enhancement
factors for Raman intensities [8, 38, 39]. For this reason, we
study a double resonance system in this work.
We consider a gold MNP dimer (see Figure 1A). The
two MNPs, of diameters 90 nm and 55 nm, are separated
by a gap of 4 nm. The dimer is illuminated with an x-polarized plane-wave source propagating along the y-direction.
The scattering cross-section of the the dimer, Figure 1B,
manifests two plasmon modes, â and aˆ R , with resonances
Λ = c/Ω = 530 nm and ΛR = c/ΩR = 780 nm, respectively.
Electric field profiles of the two resonances (hot spots)
are depicted in Figure 2A and B. In obtaining Figures 1B
and 2 we use the experimental, frequency dependent,
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Figure 2: Hot spots where Raman conversion and its enhancement take place.
(A, B) Electric field profiles of the two plasmon modes given in Figure 1B. Hot spots of the two modes overlap. (C) Mean electric field on the
QE, which is proportional with the overlap integral [40] f, versus the position of the QE. (In units of incident electric field.)

dielectric function for gold. We perform the simulations
with MNPBEM [41], a freeware Maxwell solver based on
boundary elements method.
A strong incident laser field, λL = c/ω = 593 nm, excites
the plasmons in the â mode. We position a Raman-active
molecule (blue in Figure 1A) of diameter 4 nm [42] close to
the two hot spots. The substantial overlap between the hot
spots of the two modes, â and aˆ R , and the Raman reporter
molecule yields a significant overlap integral χ for the Stokes
Raman process. Hence, a plasmon in the excited â mode
generates a Stokes shifted plasmon with c/ωR = λR = 700 nm
in the lower energy mode1 âR [8, 38, 39]. We consider a
single vibrational mode, ν = 2600 cm−1 [45], for the Raman
reporter molecule for simplicity and in order to gain a basic
understanding on the path interference effects.
1 Involvement of plasmons in a frequency conversion process [36]
increases the overlap integral [40, 43] several orders of magnitude
because both the excited and the converted modes are strongly localized compared to the incident plane waves [8]. In the far field,
one observes the damping of the plasmon due to radiation reaction
or recombination of the pairs into which plasmon decays [44]. Farfield Raman signal is proportional to the number of Stokes-shifted
plasmons.

When an auxiliary QE is inserted in the system,
purple in Figure 1A, it also interacts strongly with the hot
spot of the âR mode, into which the nonlinear conversion
takes place. Level spacing of the QE, ωeg, is chosen about
ΩR. As will be apparent in the following discussions,
λeg = c/ωeg is chosen to be off-resonant to both plasmon
resonances, e.g. ~830 nm. By moving the QE along the
z axis, we tune the coupling (designated as f in Section
3.1) between the QE and the aˆ R mode. The diameter of
the QE is set to 2 nm. In the analytical model it is treated
as a two-level system. In the 3D simulations, in Section
4, QE is modeled by a Lorentzian dielectric function [3]
of decay rate γeg 2 × 1011 Hz. This corresponds to a lowquality QE. That is, it is much larger than the typical
values of ~109 Hz.

3 A basic analytical model
In the following, we present a basic analytical model from
which we anticipate the presence of the enhancement.
We study the setup in Figure 1. We introduce the effective
Hamiltonian for a double resonance SERS system coupled
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with an auxiliary QE. We get the equations of motion
(EOM) using Heisenberg equations. We obtain a simple
expression for the steady state of the Stokes field amplitude, Eq. (12). On this expression we explain why the pronounced enhancement should emerge.

α ph = ( −iΩph − γ ph ) αph − i χα*R α + εph e

†
Hˆ 0 = Ωaˆ † aˆ + ΩR aˆ R† aˆ R + Ωph aˆ ph
aˆ ph
Hˆ = ω | e 〉〈 e |
QE

eg

Hˆ L = i(aˆ † εe − iωt − aˆ ε*e iωt ),
Hˆ = ( faˆ | e 〉〈 g | + f *aˆ † | g 〉〈 e |),
int

R



(1)

R

†
Hˆ R = χ(aˆ R† aˆ ph
aˆ + aˆ † aˆ ph aˆ R ),

where Ĥ 0 includes the energies for the driven aˆ , and Raman
shifted âR plasmon modes as well as the molecular vibrations, aˆ ph . Ĥ QE is the energy of the auxiliary QE, which is
considered to be a two-level state with ground and excited
levels. The ground state energy is taken to be 0 for simplicity [46]. Ĥ L is the driving of the laser pump, Ĥ R denotes the
Raman process, and Ĥ int is the interaction of the Stokesshifted plasmon polaritons of âR mode with the auxiliary
QE. χ determines the strength of the Raman process, while
ε is proportional to the amplitude of the incident laser
source. Here, we do not consider the anti-Stokes shift in
the Hamiltonian to simplify our results, however, we have
verified that the enhancement values and the spectroscopic behavior of the system remain similar in such a
case. The couplimg strength between the auxiliary QE and
âR mode is denoted by f [40]. Coupling of the auxiliary QE
to â mode is not considered due to far-off resonance and
simplicity. |g〉 and |e〉 represents the ground and excited
states for the auxiliary QE. Ĥ R is a standard Hamiltonian
for a Raman process, described, for instance, in Refs. [8,
38, 39]. (A similar form of Ĥ R could have also been derived
in the Supplementary Material [47] from a radiation pressure like interaction [48, 49]). We obtain the dynamics via
Heisenberg equations, iaˆ =[aˆ , Hˆ ]. We note that, since
we do not consider the quantum optical effects, we are
able to replace the operators with complex numbers [50];
ˆ eg =| e 〉〈 g |→ ρeg . We find the
aˆ → α, aˆ R → αR , aˆ ph → αph , ρ
EOM as
α R = ( −iΩR − γR ) αR − i χα*ph α − if * ρge ,(2)

− iω t
ph

(4)

,

 eg = ( −i ωeg − γ eg ) ρeg + if αR ( ρee − ρgg ),
ρ

(5)

 ee = − γ ee ρee + if * α*R ρeg − if αR ρ*eg ,
ρ

(6)

3.1 H
 amiltonian equation and equations
of motion
Hamiltonians for such a system, including the Raman
conversion, can be written as the sum of the terms
Hˆ 0 + Hˆ QE + Hˆ L + Hˆ int + Hˆ R , with

(3)

α = ( −iΩ − γ) α − i χαph αR + εe − iωt ,

where we introduce the damping rates γ, γR, γph, γeg, and
γee [46, 50]. We also have the constraint ρee + ρgg = 1. εph is
introduced for the vibrations, due to the finite ambient
temperature [48, 49]. Its actual value has no influence on
the relative enhancement/suppression factors.
In the steady state, solutions are in the form
− iω t
− iω t
αR (t ) = α R e R ,
α(t ) = α e − iωt ,
αph (t ) = α ph e ph ,
− iω t
 ee , where exponentials cancel
 eg e R , ρee (t ) = ρ
ρeg (t ) = ρ
in each equation, Eqs. (2)–(6). In other words, this is the
energy conservation in the long-term limit. Eqs. (2)–(6)
become
 eg ,
[i(ΩR − ωR ) + γR ]α R = −i χα *ph α − if * ρ

(7)

[i(Ω − ω) + γ ]α = −i χα ph α R + ε,

(8)

[i(Ωph − ωph ) + γ ph ]α ph = −i χα R* α + εph ,

(9)

 eg = if α R ( ρ
 ee − ρ
 gg ),
[i( ωeg − ωR ) + γ eg ] ρ

(10)

 ee = −if α R ρ
 *eg + if * α R* ρ
 eg .
γ ee ρ

(11)

we can obtain a simple expression for the Stokes-shifted
plasmon amplitude (SERS signal) by using Eqs. (7) and (9)

α R =

−i χε*ph


| f |2 y
2
2
β  [i(ΩR − ωR ) + γR ] −
 − | χ | | α |
−
+
ω
ω
γ
[
(
)
]
i

eg
R
eg 

α ,

*
ph

(12)
where βph =[i(Ωph– ωph) + γph]. Here y = ρee–ρgg is the population inversion for the auxiliary QE. | χ |2 | α |2 term is small
compared to the others in the denominator and, hence,
can be neglected.
We use Eq. (12) merely to anticipate the enhancement/
suppression effects. All the presented results are obtained
by numerical time evolution of Eqs. (2)–(6), with the initial
conditions α(t = 0) = αR(0) = 0 and ρee(t = 0) = ρeg(0) = 0.
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3.2 Enhancement
A quick examination of the denominator of Eq. (12)
reveals that for the proper choice of ωeg, nonresonant
term (ΩR–ωR) in the denominator can be canceled
with the term containing f, the MNP-QE coupling. The
condition is
ω*eg = ωR +

| f |2 y
| f |4 | y |2
−
− γ 2eg .
2(ΩR − ωR )
4(ΩR − ωR )2

(13)

This choice for the level spacing enables us to minimize the denominator, consequently enhancing the
Raman signal amplitude.
To examine the dependence of the enhancement with
respect to the level spacing (λeg = c/ωeg), we time evolve the
EOM (2)–(6) where initially QE is in the ground state and
occupations of the plasmon modes are 0. The parameters
are chosen as γ = 0.01ω, γR = 0.005ω, and γph = 0.001ω.
Nevertheless, one can realize that Ωph and γph play no
role in the cancellation of the denominator in Eq. (12).
The damping rate (spectral width) of the auxiliary QE is
taken to be γeg = 10−5ω. Here, the frequency of the incident
light (ω) is related to λL as ω = c/λL = 593 nm. χ is assumed
a small value 10−5ω, where it is verified that the value of
χ does not affect the enhancement factors, and we take
ε = 0.1ω. f is also varied in order to explore the effect of the
coupling in the MNP-QE system. The enhancement factor
is calculated with respect to the |αR | 2 intensity for f = 0.

A

f = 0.105

f = 0.1

300
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The results are depicted in Figure 3A, where enhancement factors of ≈300 are observed. As suggested by Eq.
(13), ΩR < ωR, cancellation (enhancement) takes place for
longer wavelengths as MNP-QE coupling, f, increases. The
spectral position of λ*eg = c / ω*eg also justifies our assumption for off-resonant â-QE coupling. If Eq. (12) is examined, it can be realized that the amount of enhancement
can be increased by introducing more interference paths
via additional QEs [18] or additional plasmon conversion
modes.
Equation (12) is a single and simple equation that
enables us to predict possible interference effects without
including the complications emerging in 3D simulations.
Before moving forward, we underline that our aim is to
present a simple understanding for the enhancement
process, without getting lost in details.
Linear Fano resonances, dark-hot resonances [25]
which enhance the hot spot intensity, appear if one of the
two coupled oscillators has longer lifetime [9, 12, 13, 51].
Here, interference of the nonlinear frequency conversion
paths demonstrates to us an interesting incident. Even
when the spectral width (damping rate) of the auxiliary
object is equal to the damping rate of the MNP hot spot,
25 times enhancement can emerge due to cancellation
in the denominator of Eq. (12). The presented enhancement factor is obtained for a plasmon mode of fair quality
γ = 0.01ω. When an MNP with higher quality factor
plasmon resonance [52–55] is used, available enhancement factor grows up.
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Figure 3: Analytical results.
(A) Enhancement and (B) suppression of the SERS signal due to path interference effects. Presence of an aux QE, of level spacing ωeg = c/λeg,
can lead to (A) cancellation or (B) growth in the denominator of the SERS response, in Eq. (12).
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3.3 Suppression
Our model also predicts that SERS can be suppressed
several orders of magnitude (Figure 3B) for the choice of
the auxiliary QE as ωeg = ωR. Simply, for this case, Fano resonance (transparency) prohibits the plasmon oscillations
of the converted frequency ωR from emerging into the âR
mode. One can realize that path interference in the nonlinear response is actually not so different from the one
taking place in the linear response [51]. That is, the modification of the denominator in both the nonlinear [18, 37]
and the linear responses [21] have a common form [43].
A similar silencing phenomenon is observed in the SHG
experiments and in 3D simulations [56] and can be demonstrated with a simple analytical model [37]. The denominator of Eq. (12) also shows why a suppression effect can take
place similar to the one observed in SHG [56]. If one chooses
−1
| f |2 y. This term is very
ωeg = ωR, the extra term becomes γ eg
−1
5
large since γ eg  10 and f = 0.1 in units scaled with the laser
frequency ω (≈PHz). We stress that Figure 3 is generated
through the exact time evolution of Eqs. (2)–(6). That is, no
approximation is used to obtain the results.

4 Three-dimensional simulations
We also perform simulations with the exact solutions of
3D Maxwell equations and use the setup in Figure 1. We
note in advance that we do not aim a one-to-one comparison between the analytical solutions and the 3D simulations. We neither aim to provide a setup which we claim to
work perfectly in an experiment. Here, we aim to observe
if the retardation effects wipe out the enhancement phenomenon predicted by our basic analytical model, or not.
Making a one-to-one comparison between the theoretical
findings and the 3D simulations, which is a very sophisticated process, is out of the scope of this work.
In the electromagnetic simulations, we use the setup
in Figure 1A described in Section 2 in detail. We examine
if the presence of the aux QE, which we model by a Lorentzian dielectric function ε(ω) [3], modifies the SERS
intensity. In the absence of an appropriately chosen QE,
SERS enhancement due to localization can be calculated by multiplying the enhancements of the two fields,
exciting (593 nm) and Stokes-shifted (700 nm) fields,
i.e. EF(ω) × EF(ωR) [27]. This is the enhancement due to
localization (SERS) already present in the system. This
enhancement can be as high as 108 [8]. However, the extra
enhancement via path interference cannot be modeled
with the same method [27]. For the path interference, we
use the method [57] in the freeware program MNPBEM [41].

We show that an extra enhancement (Figure 4) appears
when the QE is present. We check that in the presence of
the QE, profiles of the two fields (593 nm and 700 nm) do
not change on the Raman-active molecule compared to
Figure 2. In other words, extra (interference) enhancement
appears without exposing the Raman-active molecule to
stronger fields and thereby heating it to its breakdown.
In Figure 4, we observe that the extra enhancement is
positioned ( λ*eg ) on the correct (right hand) side of the aˆ R
mode as predicted by Eq. (13). That is, λeg must be on the
longer wavelengths to perform a cancellation in the denominator of Eq. (12). In Figure 4, we also change the position of
the auxiliary QE along the z axis in order to alter the interaction with the MNP. When distance to the hot spot center (z),
increases, the interaction of the plasmon mode with the auxiliary QE (Figure 2C) decreases. We observe that enhancement occurs at larger wavelengths for stronger MNP-QE
coupling as suggested by the basic model in Figure 3. Furthermore, maximum enhancement in Raman signal takes
place around λ*eg  834 nm, which is farther apart from the
Stokes line λR = 700 nm. A linear Fano resonance would yield
the strongest hot spot enhancement when λeg λR [25]. λ*eg is
taken to be far from the Stokes line both in our simple model
and in 3D simulations. However, stronger interaction f does
not always enhance SERS. When auxiliary QE is positioned
much closer to the dimer center, we observe that enhancement decreases 2 orders of magnitude, see Supplementary
Material [47]. This is also observed in SHG process [15].
Even though many complications may arise in 3D
solutions the results match “qualitatively” with our
basic model as a “proof of principal” demonstration. Our

Figure 4: Exact solutions of the 3D Maxwell equations.
Extra enhancement of SERS via path interference phenomenon.
Presence of a QE, in Figure 1A, does not change the localization of
the fields on the Raman-active molecule (localization enhancement
remains unchanged). The presented enhancement factors,
up to 5000, multiply the localization enhancement. The extra
(interference) enhancement appears in the spectral position
predicted by the analytical model, in Eq. (13), and shifts to longer
wavelengths with stronger QE coupling (Figure 3A).
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analytical model does not take into account (i) the change
in the density of states, i.e. Purcell effect, (ii) coupling of
the fields to possible dark modes, and (iii) the retardation effects. In Figure 4, retardation effects allow Fano
resonances to appear in a narrower band compared to our
model, similar to Ref. [37].
It can be seen even in the simple setting of Figure 1, a
setting which can be optimized by further elaboration, that
there is an average of a factor of 102–103 further enhancement factor is achieved at a QE distance of ±1 nm from
the MNPs. One can realize that the hot spot field intensity
within the 4 nm gap between MNPs is not a particularly
strong one compared to the nanostructures where hot spot
is enhanced 105–106 times. Also, there are structures, for
instance, a metal-coated atomic force microscope (AFM)
tip, which possess a wider hot spot. In such kind of setups,
similar order of enhancement as in Figure 2 can be achieved
without accurate positioning of the QE(s).
Our problem setting, which involves configuration
of a MNP dimer coupled to a Raman reporter molecule
and an auxiliary QE, can be implemented controllably
using several nanotechnological methods such as e-beam
lithography [58, 59] or DNA based biomolecular recognition [60, 61] that provide ultimate nanoscale spatial
control, see Supplementary Material [47]. One can also
conduct an experiment based on the stochastic distributions of many molecules [15].
A practical implementation (Figure 5) could be
described as follows. A gold-coated AFM tip localizes
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the incident radiation into the tip apex in the form of
plasmon excitations. The strong localized field results in
tip enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) when there is a
Raman-active molecule (blue in Figure 5) on a substrate.
Ref. [62], as an example, demonstrates that such a tip supports three plasmon modes in the optical regime. When the
middle (second) plasmon mode is excited, Stokes shifted
Raman signal takes place into the longer wavelength
(third) plasmon mode. Hence, these two modes can be
used as a double resonance SERS (TERS) system. When the
AFM tip is decorated (can also be considered as contamination) with carefully chosen molecules (QEs), purple in
Figure 5, it will produce more intense TERS signal without
increasing near-field intensity. Decoration of the tip edge
with QEs can be performed using a technique reminiscent
of dip-pen lithography. We already know that in spasers
[24], where MNPs are surrounded by molecules, linear
Fano resonance increases the plasmon lifetime and fluorescence intensity of the molecules [4]. Fano resonances
can also be adapted in an all-plasmonic setting [63, 64].
Unlike the enhancement effect, the suppression
phenomenon – neither in the SHG [37] nor in the Raman
cases – cannot be demonstrated with the 3D simulations
of Ref. [57]. This is simply because 3D simulation method
[57] is only a first-order approach. Demonstration of the
suppression phenomenon necessitates the self-consistent
solution of Maxwell equations, as in Eqs. (2)–(6). Selfconsistent 3D simulation of a Raman process is a numerical art on its own.

5 Summary and discussions
AFM tip

Substrate

Figure 5: A practical implementation of the extra enhancement.
A gold-coated AFM tip can support more than one plasmon
resonance [62], similar to Figure 1B. A strong field, localized at the
edge of the tip, interacts with a Raman-active molecule (blue) and
leads to an enhanced Raman signal. When the tip is decorated (it
can as well be called “contaminated”) with auxiliary QEs (purple), of
level spacing not close to either the exciting or the Stokes-shifted
frequencies, the localized field on the Raman-active molecule
remains unchanged. Still, QEs give rise to extra enhancement
of the Raman signal from Raman-active molecule(s) due to Fano
(interference) effect.

We introduce a new method which can increase the SERS
signal without increasing the hot spot intensities. In
other words, SERS signal can be multiplied by a factor
of 102–103, on top of the hot spot formation by plasmon
mediated field enhancement, without heating the Raman
reporter molecule any further. This is different than linear
Fano resonances which enhance the hot spot field [5, 27,
28]. The phenomenon takes place due to the modification
of the Raman conversion paths, in the presence of an auxiliary QE or a dark mode, see Supplementary Material [47].
Both the 102–103 enhancement and the unvarying hot spot
intensities are confirmed with the exact solutions of the
3D Maxwell equations.
This phenomenon can be used to increase the Raman
signal in materials already operating in the breakdown
or tunneling regimes and to avoid the modifications of
vibrational modes. It can make the SERS imaging of small
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Raman-response structures possible. Besides avoiding
the heating, it can also be adapted, for instance, for high
spatial resolution imaging of molecules. Raman signal
emerges from the region where the two plasmon modes
overlap spatially. When this overlap area is kept small,
better spatial resolution can be obtained. However, SERS
process also weakens with reduced overlap integral. The
suggested method can compensate this reduction.
Moreover, we provide a clear understanding for the
enhancement phenomenon: cancellation (path interference) takes place in the denominator of the SERS response.
This understanding makes one raise the following question. Could it be possible to perform better cancellations
in the denominator via more sophisticated path interference schemes, by enriching the particle types/numbers
generating the interferences?
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